Bootstrapped learning of novel objects.
Recognition of familiar objects in cluttered backgrounds is a challenging computational problem. Camouflage provides a particularly striking case, where an object is difficult to detect, recognize, and segment even when in "plain view." Current computational approaches combine low-level features with high-level models to recognize objects. But what if the object is unfamiliar? A novel camouflaged object poses a paradox: A visual system would seem to require a model of an object's shape in order to detect, recognize, and segment it when camouflaged. But, how is the visual system to build such a model of the object without easily segmentable samples? One possibility is that learning to identify and segment is opportunistic in the sense that learning of novel objects takes place only when distinctive clues permit object segmentation from background, such as when target color or motion enables segmentation on single presentations. We tested this idea and discovered that, on the contrary, human observers can learn to identify and segment a novel target shape, even when for any given training image the target object is camouflaged. Further, perfect recognition can be achieved without accurate segmentation. We call the ability to build a shape model from high-ambiguity presentations bootstrapped learning.